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Frux Home and Yard has recently received positive feedback from one of their Amazon.com
customers. Amazon.com displays customer feedback for each product to allow customers to share
their onions and experiences with potential customers as well as the seller; this often helps customers
decide if they will purchase the product or not.
(Amazon.com, February 18th, 2018) Frux Home and Yard received a 5-star review from Kelly, a
delighted customer who recently purchased the Tea Lights with Wraps. Kelly reported that the
“awesome tea lights are great because they flicker, so it looks like a real candle flame.” The
Flameless Tea Lights with wraps feature a gentle flicker to better resemble a real-flame candle
without the messy wax, smoke, fire hazard, and safety hazard of flame candles.
Kelly then added, “The best part is how these candles last so much longer than real candles and
come in a huge pack of 24 for a great price.” Frux Home and Yards Tea Lights come pre-installed
with lithium batteries that provide over 80 hours of worry-free, risk-free candlelight. The long-lasting
light makes these Tea Lights an excellent addition to events such as weddings, baby showers,
birthdays, or for venues that don't allow for open flames.
The Tea Light set includes 24 Flameless Tea Lights along with 24 decorative Wraps. Kelly’s purchase
was for the Tealight set with silver wraps and mentioned in her review that the wraps make the lights
“look very fancy.” By joining both ends of the wrap together to form a circle, users can then place the
Tea Light inside of it to create an inviting atmosphere.
Frux Home and Yard dedicate themselves to customer satisfaction, which is why they offer free
shipping on all orders over $50 and include 100% satisfaction guarantee on all of their products. To
purchase the Tea Lights with Wraps or other lighting products by Frux Home and Yard users are
asked to visit Amazon.com.
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